Variations of motor activity following intraventricular (D-Pen2, D-Pen5)-enkephalin administration: interaction with acute uncontrollable foot-shock in mice.
The effects of intraventricular administration of (D-Pen2, D-Pen5)-enkephalin (DPDPE) (0.005, 1.0, and 2.5 micrograms/microlitter in a 1-microlitter vol.) on horizontal activity, rearing, and exploratory head dipping were assessed among CD-1 mice exposed to acute uncontrollable foot-shock 15 min following stressor termination. Foot-shock reduced horizontal activity, rearing, and exploratory head dipping during the immediate 15-min poststressor interval. Mice challenged with 0.005 micrograms DPDPE were behaviorally indistinguishable from vehicle-treated subjects. The 1.0-microgram dose of DPDPE increased horizontal activity in stressed and nonstressed subjects. Intraventricular infusion of 2.5 micrograms DPDPE potentiated horizontal activity in previously stressed mice but had no effect in nonstressed animals. The suppression of rearing and exploratory head dipping following uncontrollable foot-shock was not ameliorated by the delta-receptor agonist, and DPDPE was without effect on rearing and exploratory head dipping in nonstressed animals. Potential neurochemical mechanisms associated with the expression of these stressor associated behaviors are discussed.